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Heavy-fermion superconductor
Ce0.95Nd0.05CoIn5 (tetragonal struc-
ture, space group P4/mmm, Tc ˜ 1.8 K)
attracts much attention because it shows
an extended antiferromagnetic ordered
phase which only exists in its SC phase [1].
Here we performed SANS measurements
to study interactions between the SC and
the AFM order.

To study the so-called Q-phase (AF
phase), we tried to measure diffractions
from the 2q peak of the AFM order. On the
other hand, to study its SC properties, we
searched diffractions from the vortex lat-
tice. For the measurements, we grew single
crystals of Ce0.95Nd0.05CoIn5 with a typ-
ical size of 3× 2× 0.2 mmˆ3 by self-flux
method and Tc of the crystals was evalu-
ated to be Tc = 1.8 K by magnetization mea-
surements. Total amount of 0.557 g single
crystals were coaligned with their [001] and
[110] axes horizontal like Fig1. First, we
measured vortex lattice signals by apply-
ing a magnetic field parallel to [001]. Next,
we tried to observe the 2q peak of the AFM
order below 0.8 K by tilting the sample 4.4
degrees away from the vertical axis and 10
degrees around the [110] axis. In both mea-
surements, we could not detect any clear
signal. We will analyze data in more detail.

This travel was done with a financial sup-
port by ISSP, University of Tokyo. We ap-
preciate it pretty much since it could not be
done without it.
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Fig. 1. Fig1 Mosaic of Single crystals of
Ce0.95Nd0.05CoIn5 Fig2 SANS patterns at T = 0.03
K in H = 3 T with 50 mT wiggling
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